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C O N S P E C T U S

Proton-coupled electron transfer reactions form the basis
of many important chemical processes including much

of the energy conversion that occurs within living cells.
However, much of the physical chemistry that underlies
these reaction mechanisms remains poorly understood.

In this Account, we report on recent progress in the
understanding of excited-state intramolecular proton-cou-
pled electron transfer (PCET) reactions. The strategic design
and synthesis of various types of PCET molecules, along
with steady-state and femtosecond time-resolved spectros-
copy, have uncovered the mechanisms of several excited-
state PCET reactions in solution. These experimental
advancements correlate well with current theoretical mod-
els, in which the proton has quantum motion with a high
probability of tunneling. In addition, the rate of proton transfer is commonly incorporated within the rate of rearrange-
ment of solvent molecules. As a result, the reaction activation free energy is essentially governed by the solvent reorgani-
zation because the charge redistribution is considered based on a solvent polarity-induced barrier instead of the height of
the proton migration barrier.

In accord with this theoretical basis, we can rationalize the observation that the proton transfer for many excited-state
PCET systems occurs during the solvent relaxation time scale of 1-10 ps: the highly exergonic reaction takes place before
the system reaches its equilibrium polarization. Also, we have used various derivatives of proton transfer molecules, espe-
cially those of 3-hydroxyflavone to clearly demonstrate how researchers can tune the dynamics of excited-state PCET through
changes in the magnitude or direction of the dipole vector within the reaction. Subsequently, using 2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)-
benzoxazole as the parent model, we then report on methods for the development of an ideal system for probing PCET
reaction.

Because future biomedical applications of such systems will likely occur in aqueous environments, we discuss various
7-azaindole analogues, for which proton transfer requires the assistance of protic solvent molecules. These results provide
a unique contrast to the ubiquitous studies on the dynamic solvent effects of PCET molecules that undergo intrinsic intramo-
lecular proton motion.

1. Introduction

From the viewpoint of physical chemistry, one

important as well as fundamental issue of current

interest is the proton-coupled electron transfer

(PCET) reaction in solution.1-3 Of special interest

are those associated with electronically excited-

state intramolecular PCET, for which the reaction

could be triggered by photoexcitation and subse-

quently resolved via the corresponding relaxation

dynamics. From the experimental point of view,

on the one hand, the obstacle lies in the fact that

strategic design of excited-state intramolecular
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PCET molecules is a nontrivial task. On the other hand, except

for rather simple systems, the theoretical approach on pro-

ton migration associated with great charge redistribution in the

electronically excited state is still formidable. Suffice it to say

that the solvent dynamics play a pivotal role in excited-state

PCET reactions in solution.

In this Account, first, we briefly review current theoretical

advances regarding PCET. Subsequently, to give the reader an

intuitive design strategy, we then distinguish the chro-

mophores incorporated in PCET systems according to their

design, namely, excited-state intramolecular proton transfer

(ESIPT) and excited-state intramolecular electron transfer

(ESIET). We then demonstrate that the results of experimen-

tal advancement correlate well with contemporary theoreti-

cal models. In view of future biological applications, additional

attention is also paid to the excited-state PCET reaction

dynamics in alcohol and aqueous solutions. In this approach,

PCET systems stemming from various 7-azaindole (7AI) ana-

logues in protic solvents are discussed. 7AI possesses a steri-

cally hindered four-membered-ring hydrogen bond and

requires guest molecules such as protic solvent molecules to

assist proton transfer in the excited state. This provides a

unique case in stark contrast to the ubiquitous proton trans-

fer systems.

2. Fundamental Background

Seminal and elegant theoretical approaches for ground-state

PCET reaction in solution have revealed several key features

in describing dynamics and electronic structures during the

proton motion. One of the modern aspects is that proton

motion is treated in a quantum, rather than in the classical,

manner. Additionally, the motion is commonly incorporated

with the rearrangement of solvent molecules. These theoret-

ical advancements have incorporated both solvent reorgani-

zation and proton tunneling and made the framework similar

to that of electron transfer reaction. Depending on degrees of

coupling between reactant and product potential energy sur-

faces, the overall proton transfer process can thus be catego-

rized into two regimes similar to the classifications in electron

transfer reaction, namely, nonadiabatic4 and adiabatic5 lim-

its. In the nonadiabatic regime, which corresponds to weak

hydrogen-bonding, the rate constant of proton transfer, kPT, is

expressed as

where ∆G and ∆Gq denote the reaction free energy and reac-

tion barrier, respectively (Figure 1), ES is the solvent reorgani-

zation energy, and C represents the proton coupling’s

quantum average over the vibrational modes associated with

the proton motion.

Alternatively, when the hydrogen bonding strength is large,

the coupling between reactant and product states becomes

apparent. Similar to the electron transfer case, this situation is

classified into the adiabatic regime. The proton transfer rate

constant is

where ωs stands for solvent fluctuation frequency in the reac-

tant well, and ∆Gad
q denotes the adiabatic reaction activation

barrier.

To which category the proton-transfer reaction is favorably

ascribed depends on coupling between reactant and product

electronic states, which is rather sensitive to the distance

between proton donor and acceptor, or in other words, hydro-

gen bonding strength. The larger electronic coupling not only

reduces the barrier height but also narrows the width. As

derived above, the reaction activation free energy (∆Gq, eq 1)

for the proton transfer reaction is thus essentially correlated

with the solvent reorganization energy (Es), rather than being

given by the height of proton migration intrinsic barrier (Ei in

Figure 1). Clearly, the solvent coordinate, instead of the pro-

ton coordinate, serves as the reaction coordinate within the

proton transfer process. Since the approximation adopts the

free energy along the solvent coordinate by a simple para-

kPT )
C2

p� π
ESRT

exp(- ∆Gq

RT ) (1)

∆Gq)
(∆G + ES)

2

4ES
(2)

FIGURE 1. Free energy curves vs proton transfer at the reactant PR,
transient state, Tq, and product state, PP, solvent polarization
coordinate. The diabatic proton vibrational energy levels of each
solvent polarization configuration are indicated for both the
reactant and product proton wells.
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q
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bolic function, the amplitude of reaction activation energy can

thus be analytically determined by three factors: (i) reaction

thermodynamics (vertical displacement), (ii) dipole moment

difference between normal and tautomer forms (horizontal

displacement), and (iii) solvent polarity (curvature). The influ-

ence of each case will be discussed according to the various

strategic designs of PCET molecules elaborated in the follow-

ing sections.

3. Contemporary Experimental Advances
on PCET Reaction
Experimentally, to probe the solvent polarity effect, it is cru-

cial to fully comprehend the occurrence of ESIPT accompa-

nied by large changes of dipole moment, such that a proton

transfer event could be greatly sensitive to the solvent polar-

ity effect.6-10 Also, to avoid bimolecular complexity, espe-

cially those reaction rates determined by the diffusion limit, a

unimolecular system, that is, a system invoking the excited-

state intramolecular rather than intermolecular proton trans-

fer, has received particular attention. Moreover, to anticipate

a great change in dipole moment sensitive enough to probe

solvent dynamics amid ESIPT, prototypical PCET systems are

strategically designed to incorporate both ESIPT and ESIET

properties. A conceptual ESIPT/ESIET coupled system is gen-

eralized and depicted in Figure 2, wherein DE and AE denote

the electron donor and acceptor, respectively. In most cases,

DE and AE are separated by a chromophore (represented by an

aromatic-like structure), and their relative positions may be

suitable for charge transfer reactions via, for example, π elec-

tron delocalization in the excited state. In most designed sys-

tems, a hydroxyl or amino hydrogen forms an intramolecular

hydrogen bond with a proton acceptor (AH) such as azo and

carbonyl groups.6-10 Overall, this coupled proton/electron

transfer system is denoted as PE. On the one hand, electron-

ically exciting PE to PE* may cause charge transfer, forming a

charge transfer species ET* (Figure 2A). On the other hand, the

hydrogen-bonded H atom may act as a strong photoacid, such

that proton transfer takes place upon excitation, resulting in a

proton transfer tautomer denoted by PT* (Figure 2B). Depend-

ing on the reaction time domain, studies of ESIET vs ESIPT can

be classified into two categories: (A) When the rate of ESIET is

faster than that of ESIPT, following PE* f ET* charge transfer,

the ET* f PCET* proton transfer reaction then takes place. (B)

When ESIPT takes place prior to ESIET, the overall reaction

may be described as a PE* f PT* proton transfer, followed by

a PT* f PCET* charge transfer process. (C) When the electron

and proton transfer simultaneously (the concerted mecha-

nism), the reaction may be described as PE* f PCET* (Figure

2C). It should be noted that Hynes’ formulation only consid-

ers pure proton migration and is not sufficient to describe the

last case. Hammes-Schiffer and co-workers have extended

Hynes’ work and established a theoretical PCET model con-

sisting of one set of four diabatic states corresponding to dif-

ferent ET and PT statuses.3 For a fixed proton donor-acceptor

distance R, the rate constant in the nonadiabatic regime is

expressed as

where the summations are over reactant (PE*) and product

(PCET*) vibronic states, Pµ is the Boltzmann probability for the

reactant state µ, Vµν is the vibronic coupling between the reac-

tant and product vibronic states µ and ν, λµν is the solvent

reorganization energy for states µ and ν, and ∆Gµν is the free

energy of reaction for states µ and ν. Accordingly, whether the

PCET is sequential or concerted depends on the relative free

energy of these four diabatic states, as well as couplings

between them. This model, especially the part focusing on

concerted PCET, is more relevant as a theoretical basis of, for

example, case C.

Based on the above concept, a number of potential PCET

systems have been synthesized and investigated. Figure 3

depicts three prototypes of interest: 4′-N,N-diethylamino-3-

hydroxyflavone (I),8-10 2-hydroxy-4-(di-p-tolylamino)benzal-

dehyde (Ia),6 and 2-(2′-hydroxy-4′-diethylaminophenyl)-

benzothiazole (Ib),7 which are developed on the basis of their

parent ESIPT molecules 3-hydroxyflavone (3HF),11 2-hydroxy-

benzaldehyde,12 and 2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole,13

respectively. In this approach, the N,N-dialkyl or -diphenyl

amino groups are strategically designed to act as an electron

donor, while the carbonyl oxygen or the nitrogen group within

the parent ESIPT moiety serves as an electron acceptor (Fig-

ure 3).

FIGURE 2. A generalized ESIET/ESIPT system and its possible
reaction patterns.

k ) ∑
µ

Pµ∑
ν

|Vµν|
2

p � π
λµνkBT

exp[- (∆Gµν + λµν)
2

4λµνkBT ] (4)
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Up to this stage, the experimental data collected6-10 have

drawn the conclusion that most PCET systems designed above

(Figure 3) can be ascribed to case A (Figure 2), for which an

ultrafast ESIET (much less than the system response of 150 fs)

takes place prior to ESIPT. Using compound I as a paradigm,

a PCET route is delineated in Figure 4 to manifest the “case A”

model. The results may not be too surprising, for they can be

rationalized by a strong π-orbital overlap between electron

donor and acceptor moieties for the designed systems, such

that the electronic coupling matrix is .kBT (∼200 cm-1 at 298

K), being much larger than that of the Marcus type of weak-

coupling electron transfer.14 The ESIET for I, and likewise for

Ia and Ib, can thus be considered as an adiabatic electron

transfer process or even an optical electron transfer14 that

occurs during the Franck-Condon excitation.

Despite its straightforward depiction, however, Figure 4

oversimplifies the PCET mechanism. Detailed femtosecond flu-

orescence up-conversion studies, particularly on the rise

dynamics of the proton transfer tautomer emission, have

revealed a new insight, that there always exists a fast rise

component (on the order of system response limits of 150 fs

to several picoseconds) on the proton transfer tautomer emis-

sion, the rate of which seems to correlate with solvent relax-

ation dynamics monitored at the electron transfer emission

band. In other words, in these systems (I, Ia, and Ib), after opti-

cal ESIET, it is found that ESIPT, as monitored by the appear-

ance of the proton transfer tautomer, always takes place prior

to the reaching of solvent equilibration; its rate is complicated

by the competitive solvent relaxation process, that is, the ET*

f ETeq* process (the subscript “eq” denotes the solvent equil-

ibrated state; see Figure 5). This phenomenon has been pre-

viously unrecognized8-10 and is of fundamental importance.

The results can be rationalized by highly exergonic reaction

for ESIPT upon Franck-Condon excitation. Such ESIPT reac-

tion proceeds via a fast tunneling process, the rate of which

is competitive with the solvent relaxation process. Thus, the

relaxation time scale of the solvent should play a role in the

early relaxation dynamics. In the nonequilibrium region of

the ET* state, the solvent relaxation time scale competes with

the ESIPT reaction for all cases applied here. Accordingly, the

fast decay time of, for example, normal emission is dominated

by ESIPT incorporated with solvent relaxation dynamics. After

proton transfer in the nonequilibrium region, the resulting

vibrationally hot, nonequilibriated tautomer species then

undergo internal conversion or solvent relaxation to reach the

equilibrium polarization. The result manifests the importance

of driving force harnessed by reaction thermodynamics, that

is, the (i) vertical displacement elaborated in section 2.

After reaching the solvent equilibration for ET*, then due to

the difference in equilibrium polarization between ETeq* and

PCETeq*, ETeq* f PCETeq* proton transfer reaction is associated

with an appreciable solvent-induced barrier, as evidenced by

the much slower ETeq* f PCETeq* rate of several tens of pico-

seconds, which is in sharp contrast to the rate of .1012 s-1 (τf

, 1 ps) for those ESIPT systems having negligible changes in

dipole moment during the reaction.6-10 Consequently, the

results, reflected by the steady-state approach, commonly

show dual emission consisting of ETeq* and PCETeq* emission

(Figure 6). Since the reaction barrier is introduced by the dif-

ference in solvent polarity function between reactant ETeq* and

product PCETeq*, the system provides a unique case in point of

utilizing proton transfer reaction rather than the electron trans-

FIGURE 3. Molecular structures of some representative PCET systems and their parent ESIPT molecules.

FIGURE 4. Using compound I as a paradigm to demonstrate the “case A” PCET model.
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fer to probe whether the barrier, that is, the proton transfer

rate, is solvent polarity dependent. In other words, the sys-

tem is ideal to test the influence of proton transfer rate by

reaction thermodynamics, namely, the aforementioned (i) ver-

tical displacement and (iii) solvent polarity.

The result for I shown in Table 1 clearly demonstrates that

the rate of ETeq* f PCETeq* proton transfer decreases upon

increasing the solvent polarity from cyclohexane, (2 ps)-1, to

acetonitrile, (30 ps)-1. Despite the solvent polarity depen-

dence, the result seems to be the reverse of that predicted by

electron transfer theory: it is faster in the more polar solvent.

At first glance, the observations may be consistent with larger

reorganization energy and hence a slower proton transfer rate

in a more polar solvent, assuming that the reorganization

energy for proton transfer is much smaller than that for elec-

tron transfer. Alternatively, as also supported by case B sys-

tems (vide infra), the result can be unambiguously rationalized

by the reactant ETeq* having a larger dipole moment vector (in

magnitude) due to its charge transfer character than that of the

product PCETeq*. As a result, the reactant ETeq* is more stabi-

lized with increased solvent polarity (Figure 5, left). In con-

trast, electron transfer in many cases proceeds from neutral to

charged species, such that the product, or the charged spe-

cies, is stabilized by polar solvents. Moreover, all systems I, Ia,

and Ib have similar trends of solvent-polarity dependent reac-

tion dynamics, indicating that the designed systems can be

ascribed to the normal region if Marcus electron transfer the-

ory is adopted.

From the chemistry point of view, one intriguing issue rel-

evant to the above approach may lie in the fact that the

degree of changes in terms of either magnitude or orienta-

tion of dipole moment for ESIET, and hence the following

FIGURE 5. (left) Relaxation processes for case A PCET system using compound I as an example and (right) a 3-D depiction.

FIGURE 6. Static absorption and fluorescence spectra of I in (a)
cyclohexane, (b) benzene, (c) dichloromethane, and (d) acetonitrile
at 298 K.10

TABLE 1. Summary of Photophysical Properties of I in Various
Solvents

solvent emission
early

dynamics/ps
population
decay/ns

cyclohexane ET*, 425 nm decay, 2.1 1.28 (for PCET* only)
PCET*, 560 nm rise, 2.0

benzene ET*, 460 nm decay, 9.9 0.9 (for PCET* only)
PCET*, 570 nm rise, 10.0

CH2Cl2 ET*, 495 nm decay, 34.7 0.72
PCET*, 570 nm rise, 25.0

CH3CN ET*, 510 nm decay, 30.8 0.43
PCET*, 575 nm rise, 23.4
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ESIPT, as well as overall PCET reaction dynamics, can be fine-

tuned via chemical modification. Recently, proof of this con-

cept has been demonstrated by employing three analogues of

3-hydroxyflavone, namely, compound I, 7-N,N-diethylamino-

3-hydroxyflavone (II), and 4′-N,N-dimethylamino-7-N,N-diethyl-

amino-3-hydroxyflavone (III), shown in Figure 7. Upon

substitution of the electron-accepting dialkylamino moiety at

different positions or in opposite directions for dipole cancel-

lation, an ingenious approach to fine-tuning the PCET reac-

tion via the molecular framework can be achieved.9 Due to

the great difference in dipole vector between ET* and PCET*

states, and hence the large solvent-polarity induced barrier,

both I and II exhibit remarkable dual emission. Conversely,

the dipole cancellation of two charge-transfer entities in III
leads to ESIPT being decoupled from the solvent-polarity

effect, resulting in a unique, solvent polarity independent pro-

ton-transfer tautomer emission (Figure 7). The results make

feasible further rational design and systematic investigation of

PCET systems fine-tuned by the net dipolar effect.

The experimental progress elaborated above is of great

fundamental importance in that it clearly addresses the role of

solvent polarity channeling into the proton-transfer dynam-

ics. Unfortunately, up to this stage, for most experimental

model systems applied, the PCET dynamics are ascribed to

case A, in which ESIET takes place prior to ESIPT. Thus, the

Franck-Condon excitation generates a nonequilibrium ET*

state. Subsequently, the associated proton transfer dynamics

to be probed are complicated by the competitive solvent relax-

ation and perhaps highly exergonic ESIPT prior to reaching the

equilibrium polarization (vide supra). Thus, studies of PCET

reaction dynamics commonly encounter interference by the

rate of solvent relaxation. To circumvent this hurdle, it should

be a matter of great fundamental interest, as well as of

urgency, to look for an ideal PCET system free from the inter-

ference of early solvent relaxation. In theory, a case in point

stems from case B (Figure 2), for which the molecule desig-

nated should meet the prerequisite that it undergoes ESIPT

prior to the ESIET reaction. Moreover, if the system is designed

such that the electron donor and acceptor are strongly π-con-

jugated with a large electronic coupling matrix, the electron

transfer may simply involve instant electron relocalization.

Accordingly, the overall PCET reaction can be treated as if the

proton transfer took place simultaneously with the electron

transfer.

The study of ESIPT-coupled ESIET, or process B, has recently

become feasible via the strategic design and synthesis of the

molecule 2-((2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)benzo[d]oxazol-6-yl)methyl-

ene)malononitrile (diCN-HBO).15 From the viewpoint of molec-

ular structure, the lone pair of electrons of the benzo-nitrogen

atom in diCN-HBO are intrinsically involved in the π-electron

resonance, that is, to establish the aromaticity, such that its

electron-donating strength is much weaker compared with

FIGURE 7. Molecular structures and the emission spectra of (A) I, (B) II, and (C) III (solid line) and IIIa (dash line) in ethyl acetate (0), CH2Cl2
(4), and CH3CN (O) and the calculated dipole moments for I, II and III in ET* and PCET* state.9
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those of alkyl and aryl amines. Upon Franck-Condon excita-

tion of diCN-HBO, the degree of charge transfer should thus

be negligible. On the other hand, similar to its parent mole-

cule 2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)benzoxazole (HBO),16 ESIPT is

expected to take place from the hydroxyl proton to the N1

nitrogen (Figure 8), resulting in a proton transfer tautomer;

essentially, a keto isomer. Once the proton-transfer tautomer

is formed, the N1 nitrogen atom becomes the secondary alkyl

amino nitrogen and thus should act as a good electron donor.

As a result, unlike most PCET systems designed above (case

A), wherein ESIET takes place prior to ESIPT, diCN-HBO under-

goes ESIPT, concomitantly accompanied by the charge trans-

fer process, such that the ESIPT reaction dynamics are directly

coupled with solvent polarization effects. The long-range sol-

vent polarization interactions result in a solvent-induced bar-

rier that affects the overall proton transfer reaction rate. Dual

emission has thus been observed in diCN-HBO; the proton-

transfer tautomer emission peak red shifts drastically with

increased solvent polarities, while the normal emission is sol-

vent polarity independent. This is in stark contrast to the case

A systems, for which the peak wavelength of the proton-trans-

fer (electron-transfer) emission is solvent polarity independent

(dependent). In cyclohexane, the rate constant of ESIPT of

diCN-HBO was determined to be (1.1 ps)-1, which is appar-

ently slower than the ∼(150 fs)-1 for the parent molecule

HBO.16 Upon an increase in the solvent polarity, the ESIPT

time constants were also determined to be 1.00 ( 0.13 ps in

benzene, 0.60 ( 0.05 ps in CH2Cl2, and 0.31 ( 0.03 ps in

CH3CN, values that reveal that increasing the solvent polarity

tends to render an increase in the rate of ESIPT (Figure 9).17

The overall reaction dynamics can be described by a mecha-

nism incorporating both solvent polarization and proton-trans-

fer reaction coordinates (Figure 10). The proton-transfer

tautomer, possessing large degrees of charge-transfer charac-

ter, is obviously stabilized upon increasing solvent polarity,

while the influence of solvent polarity on the PE* state is rel-

atively much smaller; thus the corresponding solvent-induced

barrier is reduced. Thus, although systems A and B (or C) show

opposite trends on the solvent polarity dependent reaction

rate, the results can be clearly rationalized by the fact that the

polar solvent stabilizes the reactant (charged species) more

than the product (neutral species) in system A while it stabi-

lizes the product (charged species) more than the reactant

(neutral species) in system B (or C).

It is also worthy of note that unlike the parent ESIPT mol-

ecule HBO, which executes ultrafast (<150 fs) ESIPT in non-

FIGURE 8. Proposed ESIPT reaction for HBO and PCET reaction for
diCN-HBO.17

FIGURE 9. Time-resolved fluorescence decay of diCN-HBO in
various solvents monitored at the normal emission (PE*).

FIGURE 10. The proposed ESIPT/ESIET reaction and the
corresponding relaxation dynamics using diCN-HBO as a model.17
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polar solvent such as cyclohexane,16 the ESIPT/ESIET coupled

system diCN-HBO undergoes a finite time constant (1.1 ps)

proton transfer in the same solvent. The result, on the one

hand, can be rationalized by the non-negligible quadruple

moment effect from cyclohexane,18 which induces the small

solvent-perturbed barrier. On the other hand, a dynamic polar-

ization model in nonpolar solvents has been proposed by

Hamaguchi and co-workers.19 Because of the appreciable

dipolar change between PE* and PCET* in the case of diCN-

HBO, the induced dipole/dipole interaction is considered to be

non-negligible, inducing an appreciable barrier in the PCET

reaction.

Also, recent advances in PCET systems such as O-H deu-

terated I, II, and diCN-HBO all showed lack of a deuterium iso-

tope effect for kPT in, for example, acetonitrile at room

temperature.20 As for the nonadiabatic proton transfer shown

in eq 1, the pre-exponential factor that involves tunneling

probability should be sensitive to the deuterium isotope sub-

stitution and accordingly affect kPT. On the one hand, the lack

of deuterium isotope effect on proton transfer rate may imply

a rather small or even negligible barrier. This viewpoint is con-

sistent with the ultrafast, barrierless ESIPT for their parent mol-

ecules such as 3HF11 and HBO.16 On the other hand, at this

stage, we cannot eliminate the possibility that the reaction is

an adiabatic type and that the deuterium isotope effect is too

small to be resolved with our current system. Future explora-

tion focusing on the PCET systems in nonadiabatic regime

should be of great interest. This may require the design of

PCET systems with an intrinsic weak intramolecular hydro-

gen bond. A case in point is the 2-pyridyl pyrazole system.21

Another approach for the future is to probe PCET reaction in

nonpolar solvent, where the quadruple or even octupolar (e.g.,

in benzene) moment effect plays a key role. This may require

molecules that undergo gigantic changes of dipole moment (in

either magnitude or orientation) during PCET. The design

could strategically incorporate an ideally opposite dipole ori-

entation between PE* and PT*.

The above approach is mainly applied in polar, aprotic sol-

vents. As for a protic solvent to mimic the bioenvironment, the

solvent hydrogen-bonding perturbation commonly leads to

the rupture of solute intramolecular hydrogen bonds and

hence makes such studies extremely complicated.22 To probe

PCET reaction in protic solvents, one has to utilize solvent mol-

ecules as a positive gain, not the interference factors for pro-

ton transfer. In other words, an ingenious thought may be that

the designed system intrinsically lacks intramolecular hydro-

gen bonds, and ESIPT, if there is any, ought to take place via

the assistance of protic solvent molecules. Under this crite-

rion, a case in point is the 7AI type of excited-state proton-

transfer systems (Figure 11A).

FIGURE 11. (A) The ESDPT of 7AI through self-dimerization,23,24 (B) the ESDPT of 7AI through the assistance of solvent molecule (R ) H or
alkyl groups),25,28 and (C) the proposed mechanism of PCET reaction of 3,5CNAI in protic solvents.
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Due to the steric hindrance of the formation of a four-mem-

bered ring intramolecular hydrogen bond, 7AI undergoes excit-

ed-state proton transfer through either self-dimerization23,24 or

the assistance of solvent molecules25 depicted in Figure

11A,B. Both processes involve the switch of two protons and

thus are excited-state double proton transfer (ESDPT) reac-

tions. Strategically, the electron donor/acceptor functionality

can be incorporated into 7AI, so that charge transfer influenc-

ing ESIPT can be examined in protic solvents. Prototypes of

those designated 7AI analogues, such as 5-cyano-7-azaindole

(5CNAI), 3-cyano-7-azaindole (3CNAI),26 3,5-dicyano-7-azain-

dole (3,5CNAI), and dicyanoethenyl-7-azaindole (DiCNAI), have

been designed, and their structures are depicted in Figure

12.27 In this approach, on the one hand, the cyano moiety

serves as an electron-withdrawing group, such that ESIET may

take place from pyrrolic nitrogen to the cyano substituent. On

the other hand, the pyrrolic hydrogen and the pyridinyl nitro-

gen act as proton donating and accepting groups, respectively,

with a lack of intramolecular hydrogen bonds, such that pro-

ton transfer takes place under the assistance of solvent relay

(Figure 11C).

As a result, in protic solvents such as methanol, 3CNAI and

3,5CNAI, similar to 7AI, undergo methanol-catalyzed ESDPT,

revealing dual (ET* and PCET*) emission.27 However, proton

transfer is prohibited for 5CNAI and DiCNAI in methanol, as

evidenced by a unique ET* emission. The ET* emission for all

derivatives reveals a significant charge transfer property due

to its prominent solvatochromism, though to different extents.

The ESDPT rate, which is determined by the rise/decay of tau-

tomer (PCET*)/normal (ET*) form emission, is shown to be quite

different throughout this series of 7AI derivatives (Table 2).27

For example, the time constant of proton transfer in metha-

nol varies from as fast as 130 ps in 7AI and 240 ps in 3CNAI

to as slow as 710 ps in 3,5CNAI. In 5CNAI, it is much greater

than the lifetime of the ET* state of 4.8 ns due to the lack of

resolution of any proton-transfer tautomer emission.

Evidently, the widely accepted 7AI ESDPT mechanism,

which involves equilibrium between free 7AI and 1:1 solvent

complex,25,28 cannot explain the dynamical data adequately,

because the main chromophore in these compounds remains

unchanged. Likewise, due to the similar chemical structures,

nor can the difference in the solvent complex equilibrium con-

stant account for the large proton rate difference. It is thus

concluded that the solvent-induced barrier plays a significant

role in this system. Applying the computational approach, the

dipole moment differences between normal form and tau-

tomer in the first excited-state have been calculated to fol-

low the trend DiCNAI > 5CNAI > 3,5CNAI > 3CNAI ≈ 7AI. The

trend of ESDPT rate is in good correlation with the proposed

solvent polarity induced barrier resulting from the difference

in changes of dipole moments between the equilibrium polar-

ization of normal (ETeq*) and tautomer species (PCETeq*) along

the solvent coordinate (Figures 12).27 As shown in Figure 11C,

it is obvious that the barrier is increased upon an increase in

the difference in dipole moment (either magnitude or direc-

tion) between normal and tautomer forms, supporting the the-

oretical prediction regarding (ii) horizontal displacement of

dipole separation between normal and tautomer forms along

the solvent polarization coordinate, which has been described

in section 2.

Another important feature is the deuterium isotope effect

for these 7AI analogues. For example, the time constant of

proton transfer for 3CNAI in water decreases from N-H of

910 ps to N-D of 3.50 ns,26 indicating that kPT is governed

by a tunneling mechanism. The difference between protic sol-

vent (e.g., methanol or water) assisted double proton transfer

in 7AI analogues and the above-mentioned intramolecular

proton transfer systems lies in the difference between the

intermolecular hydrogen bond versus the intrinsic intramo-

FIGURE 12. Following ESIET and solvent relaxation, a mechanism
of proton transfer from ET* to PCET* incorporating solvent polarity
induced barrier (∆Gq) for 7AI analogues is depicted, in which the
increase of dipolar separation between ETeq* and PCETeq* results in
the increase of the solvent-induced barrier.27

TABLE 2. Photophysical Properties of 7AI and Its Correlated Cyano
Analogues in Methanol

λem, nm τ, nsa

7AI ET*, 374 τ, 0.146
PCET*, 503 τ1, 0.134 (-0.44)

τ2, 0.654 (0.56)
3CNAI ET*, 343 τ, 0.23

PCET*, 480 τ1, 0.24 (-0.49)
τ2, 5.88 (0.51)

3,5CNAI ET*, 377 τ, 0.69
PCET*, 515 τ1, 0.71 (-0.52)

τ2, 1.13 (0.48)
a Data in parentheses are the fitted pre-exponential factors.
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lecular hydrogen bond. The former requires formation of a

cyclic hydrogen bonded solvent-7AI complex (Figure 11B,C)

and is expected to be weaker due to the geometry constraint.

It is noteworthy that that the intrinsic proton-transfer rate for

cyclic hydrogen bonded water-7AI complex has been pro-

posed to be much slower than the solvent reorganization

rate.28 According to the weaker hydrogen bonding strength,

we assume that PCET systems are classified into the nonadia-

batic regime to simplify the discussion. Thus, the associated

PCET kinetics incorporating both solvent pre-equilibrium and

solvent-induced barrier can be expressed by eq 5:

where ∆G+ and ∆Gq denote the free energy difference

between the two hydrogen-bonded complexes that are in

equilibrium and solvent-induced barrier, respectively. Evi-

dently, the activation free energy represents not only the free

energy difference between cyclic and noncyclic solvated struc-

tures (Figure 11C) but also the incorporation of the solvent

induced barrier, ∆Gq, the tendency of which, as a function of

differences in dipole moment between reactant and product,

is qualitatively depicted in Figure 12.

The above advancement leads to the perspective that

through ingenious design, systematic investigation of the PCET

reaction in aqueous solution is feasible, which may be cru-

cial to gaining fundamental insights into the current research

fields regarding, for example, PCET in a living system.

4. Concluding Remarks

In sum, despite the ultrafast, nearly barrierless ESIPT in gas as

well as in nonpolar solvents, such that either coherent, ballis-

tic, or hydrogen-bond associated vibrational mode induced

proton transfer have been proposed for numerous mole-

cules,29 it is still true that in polar solvents, due to the com-

mon changes of dipole moment during ESIPT, the solvent

polarity is expected to play a crucial role, which may chan-

nel into the reaction dynamics. Theory on solvent polarity

induced proton transfer reaction dynamics has been briefly

discussed, followed by the classification based on two types

of designed experiments, namely, the charge transfer induced

proton transfer reaction (case A) and proton transfer induced

charge transfer reaction (case B). Both prove to be useful for

describing excited-state intramolecular PCET reaction, for

which the systems designed are ascribed to the adiabatic

regime. In another approach, PCET is also probed in protic sol-

vents based on host/guest types of hydrogen-bonding com-

plexes, which are classified into the nonadiabatic regime. The

PCET dynamics fine-tuned by solvent polarity, as well as the

differences in thermodynamics and dipole vector between

reactant and product, have been discussed in a comprehen-

sive manner. For future study, it is of fundamental interest to

examine whether the dipolar tuning mechanism can be gen-

eralized to other PCET systems. For example, the design of a

system exhibiting nonadiabatic type electron transfer followed

by an adiabatic type proton transfer is another highlighted

issue in investigating proton transfer kinetics. In this case, the

reaction rate-limiting step may be determined by the elec-

tron transfer, rather than by the proton transfer process. Thus,

the interplay between ESIPT reaction and the function of sol-

vent polarity should be of great interest and importance. We

thus hope this Account provides profound fundamental insight

that will lead chemists to further extend PCET fundamentals

and applications in greater depth and breadth.
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